In this paper, we present the design and implementation of Database User Interface Design Editor which employs the WYSIWYG approach for users to interactively access and manipulate user interface wid ets and database widgets to build database interfaces. 5 y binding UIMS techniques with the database primitives, the editor provides a platform to fast prototype UIs and rapidly create reusable gra hical constructs for representing database objects. It ma K es design-test-modify cycle which is universally recognized as the only efficient way to successful III design an easier task by supporting two design modes -development mode arid simulation mode. The simulation mode allows users to visualize the actual behaviour of the interface under development at any time without having to compile and run the interface codes created. Users can switch between these two modes.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the fact that traditional DBMSs are application oriented systems and targeted at novice users, m&t of the past efforts on database user interface (UI) have been either centered on the design of end user interface tools like gra P hical query language, data browser and schema editor eg.
I Mot89]), and targeted at a specific application area. Very ew UI systems meet or even consider the needs for DBMS a.pplication programmers to interactively develop database application systems and DBAs to interactively manage and administrate database application systems. The lack of sup-E orts for DBAs and application developers further makes 0th end-users and developers very system oriented specialist,s. The recent emergence of new application areas for DBMSs such as geographic information systems, the management of systems with large scientific experiments and data, and design databases has engendered new challenges to database researchers.
While manv asnects of DBMS have been re-examined. the user interface issue has been largely ignored. The trend towards the implementation of extensible database systems as a fast implementation platform for application specific database systems further increases the amount of database applications. For each application, the user interface is individually designed and implemented. With conventional coding,. the process is tedious and time consuming. At the same time, the community of potential users of database systems has grown well beyond the traditional administrative business-professionals; and now involves people from outside of database area. who are not comfortable with textual based interface. Most of them are unwilling to spend too much time to learn and use a complex system. These collectively leads to the consideration of designing a more general user interface management system whrch can be customized fairly easily for different applications. Recently, the achievement in UIMS techniques has motivated the database researchers to the UIMS techniques to develop higher level gra hical interfaces for new generation DBMSs to support grap ri lcal toolkits for UI construction for DBMSs. DUET [OZLSS] is in such an effort that aims to integrate UIMS techniques with graphics and database interface tools to support the selection of database objects as part of the UIMS presentation component. To better support database needs, DUET directly supports basic and common complex database object types and operations. In this paper, we present the desi n and implementation of DUET user mterface editor whit is a major component of DUET system.
3. The Editor handles the interaction between the UI designer and DUET; it also supports facilities to design UI using anized as follows. In the next DUET system. Section 3 and n, implementation and functionality of DUET user design editor. We illustrate the working of the system through the design of a database front-end and a database schema browser in section 5. Finally, we conclude in section 6 2. THE ARCHITECTURE AND
FEA-TURES OF DUET
The fact that new generation database systems are targeted at wider range of applications signifies the toolkit approach to design highly interactive and consistent UIs for matching various DBMS ap rp lications. bridging the UIMS, DUET is an effort towards I toolkits and database primrtives to provide sufficient functionalities and facilities required by database UI designers. With UIMS capability, user. gets the feeling of directly manipulating the application objects, rather than ask the interface to manipulate the objects. The user is free to click on push buttons, operate scroll bars and make menu selections. The user is thus free to select graphical objects representing the application data. This is by means of click and drag of wid ets on the user interface design editor throu is a UIMS couple of mouse. In short,, DUET with database application primitives and knowledge about DBMS. It is an integrated graphical user interface development environment for the development of end-user database a
As illustrated in P plications with GUI facilities. lgure 1, DUET system consists of five main components: (1) UI design editor, (2) Object display editor, (3) Database application support subsystem, (4 b Demo GUI (which is not shown in Figure l ), (5) Help su system.
The UI design editor can be seen as a UIMS with extended tools on database applications. It takes the main role of a common WYSIWYG interface builder and as such, it is responsible for creating the presentation component of a user interface. The database display method editor is used to specify the behaviour of a database user interface and to check the syntax of a user actions sequence. The database application support subsystem handles the communication between UI and the database backend. It provides an interface layer that maps the database objects into UI objects and translates graphical manipulation commands into what can be understood by the backend. The demo GUlpart simulates a running graphical database user interface created by other components of DUET for demonstration purposes and also acts as a testing of DUET. The help-subsystem provides a help manual for using the system to create UI and provides interface layer between the backend and UI. This is unique to our system. The help subsystem is accessible through all the other components. It provides help information of each component and supports facilities to create usg;#cation help information. is not a translator m that it does not have to reside on top of a DBMS. Using direct manipulation techni the user specifies high-level desi ues, which widgets to use, as well as 7 n specifications, ll sue as ow-level details of an interface, such as the size and layout of wid ets. erates User Interface Language UIL or c! It then gencodes which can be readily integrated into the D LS' M by linkin gether, making UI appear to be a part of DBM f!! the two to-. The power of the interfaces generated matches those that can be produced by conventional coding. If not! the UI designer would have to fall back to conventional coding. Further, the codes generated are ensured to be error-free and to support user Interface presentation independence. User interface presentation independence characteristic separates the design of an interface from the design of the computational application program so that modifications in either do not require than es m the other. This separation simplifies the task of DB& application customization.
DUET USER INTERFACE DESIGN ED-ITOR
DBMS application programmers in develof interface, we have included a common ical user interface wid ets library a special database and a toolkit ibrary in the WYSIWYG user 7. interface design editor of DUET. The tools in the toolkit library, which provide the interactive techniques to access and mampulate user interface widgets and database widgets, are employed to fast prototype UIs based on X Window System and OSF/Motif toolkit. While these tools can be used independently, DUET integrates them into a comprehensive interface development environment. Figure 2 is a screen dump of DUET user interface design editor. The interface editor has a menu bar with several cascade buttons. The pulldown menu cascaded on the cascade button provides a variety of operations for the interface designer to desi n his/her user interface. Below the menu bar IS an icon pa ette. Each icon on the palette represents a 'r sub of t I! roup of widgets under a particular class. Click on one e icons, the wid -f ets grouped under such a class will be displayed at the WI get palette at the bottom half of the window. The UI designer is free to click, dra and edit the widgets displayed on the widget palette to f user interface.
esign his/her
This interface design editor aims to help create, manage and modify interactive, graphical, direct-manipulation user interfaces using graphical specification and direct manipulation methods. This is in line with the approaches of some recent UIMSs, such as Peridot [Mye88 and Druid [SKNSO] , that replace the traditional text-base d fication, user interface specrThe iterative development is aimost universally recognized as the only efficient way to successful UI design. The interface design editor facilitates rapid prototyping by significantly reducing the time needed to develop a user interface. The ease and efficiency of creating prototypes encourages experimentation, and may therefore result in better user interfaces. DUET interface design editor makes design-test-modify cycle an easier task by supportin design modes, namely development mpde and ';; PO simu atton mode. The simulation mode is activated by the interface simulator. Such feature allows the user to visualize the actual behaviour of the interface under develo "h ment instead of requiring the designer to compile and run t e user interface code created each time he/she wants to check the interface behaviours. The designer can continue constructing his/her UI b switching back to the development mode.
A%Id 'g es1 n can be saved after a session and resumed in the next session. By enabling cut and paste process, a UI can be merged with various interfaces that were created at different time. Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of DUET UI desi n editor. The UI design editor consists of the following eig 4 t components: (1) Widget Library, (2) Resource Database, (3) Code generator, (4) File Manager, (5) Presentation Editor, (6) Resource Processor, (7) Error Handler, (8) Interface Simulator.
UI designers are able to manipulate the Presentation Editor, File ManagerCode Generator, Resource Editor and Error handler directly to design and customize their UIs. Error Handler handles all the errors encountered during the desi n of a UI. File Manager provides a means by which the UI 8 esigner can store his/her work so that it can be retrieved for modification and enhancement at a later time. It stores user interface components and/or customized widgets into a file in UIF file format which can be used bv manv UI designers. This would save time and design effort for the UI de;gner and ensures high consistency of user interfaces. Code Generator can generate UIL C codes for the user interface created so that it can be linke d with aoolication nroerams. Resource Processor supports facilities %r user to'edz and customize customizable widget resources to meet his/her preference. The Interface Simulator allows user to visualize the actual behaviour of the interface and/or interface component under development at any time instead of requirin the user to compile and run every time he/she wants to see a d ow his her interface behaves. Widget Library includes all the wi gets and techniques of DUET. It has three sub-libraries, namely, commonly used UI widgets library, special database widgets library, and toolkit library which stores all the techniques for widget components. Resource Database saves all the widget resources used by DUET user interface design editor.
In the following sections, we will discuss these components in detail.
DUET SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Widget Library
The Widget Library has three sub-libraries namely: common user interface wid librar et library, special database widget get 11 rary and special database widget library are tightly 3 and the toolkit rbrary. Common user interface wrdk coupled with the toolkit library which provides class inheritance techniques for widgets stored in these two libraries. Figure 4 shows the class hrerarchy of widgets in the common user interface widget. library. Motif produces a lar f e number of widgets for conventional applications, but not or most database ap lications. % Special purpose widgets which are not provided y Motif widget set are needed for database applications. Consider relational DBMS as an example, table (relation) is the basic structure a.nd for a database UIMS designed for relational DBMS, it must handle column oriented data and present them in a table form. Using the Motif widget set, this requires N x M text widgets for the construction of a N x M table. Clearly, specialised table widget is more appropriate. DUET provides additional wid ets that are common to the applications supported by t % e underlying DBMS. Some common widgets Include date, time, image, chart and gra hrcs widgets and gadgets. Figure 5 shows the class hierarc K y of widgets in the s all the specia P ecial. database widget library which includes database widgets supported by DUET. There is a rich set of public functions attached to the respective database widgets which we will present in the next subsection. File Manager, Code Generator and Interface Simulator are direct or indirect subclasses of the NoUndoCmd class. Derived classes of the EditCmd and ArrangeCmd are classes which provide methods to implement the Presentation Editor. Users can undo the last operation on these methods. The QuitCmd is derived from the WarnNoUndoCmd which itself again is a derived class from the AskFirstCmd: As one can guess from the class names, before a user qmt an operation or quit the design of VI, he will be asked to confirm his operation and a warnin the UI widgets and default call % message will be given. 411 acks associated wrth wrdgets are implemented by those subclasses derived from the UIComponent class
Database Widgets and Functions
While it is the database UI designers' job to tion functions to access a specified DBMS, a YJ . rovide applica-I design editor should provide ways to change, modify and display user mterface representations so that whenever a database objects changes, its respective UI representation will be changed accordinglv. For each database widget, DUET provides a set of functi"ons to do this.
The number of columns can be set by specifying a number or by dvnamicallv adding a new column at a user snecified nosi&on. Once"& is cregted, the user may enter data into a&new row, which is created by appending a row at the bottom of the table or inserting a row at a user' specified position. Each cell of the table may be edited. It has callback functions for doing database objects and database object attributes validating and customizing. It allows rows (database objects), columns (database attributes), and cells (specified attributes of specified object) to be selected (highlighted). A set of alignment rules for rows, columns, and cells are selectable.
The callback function list forces a certain table widget to match user's action and display the result required by the user. And, a number of fixed leading rows and columns may be specified to act as labels of database objects and database object attributes.
Other functions include a set of type converters to convert one data type to another and functions to get information from a table widget and save to a database.
The graphics widget has a viewing widget pad acting like a row-column widget. It can hold several viewing ports which provide users a facility to display different views of the same object or view different obiects at the same time. Each viewing port is a drawing area that users can focus on by selectine it and edit the obiect view. The selected viewine port is highlighted and mai be browsed. Two default push buttons are provided:
zoom-in and zoom-out. Focus on a viewing port, and push any of these two buttons, the object on this viewme nort will be zoomed in or out.
The reclangre' gadget and circle gadget need a graphics widget or a Motif DrawingArea widget as their parent widget. They provide different outlook for the viewing port in a raphics widget.
Br he drawino widaet nermits user to draw a figure. to modify and display a figure in its drawing area. There 'are some default pushbuttons:
save, commit, quit etc. When the commit button is clicked,.the modified figure is saved. The chart widget provrdes a convenient way to display a database chart object., Ticks, titles of the X Y axes I, etc. can be set according to a specified database c art obmat or print a graphical object to a printer in Postscript format.
The image widget is to support the display of database bitmap objects.
With the increased disk storage capacity, images have become common database objects, and thus such display capability is important.
The functions provided include zoom-in, zoom-out and scrolling. A more sophisticated function such as edit can be added when the need arises.
The date widgei is a database time widget with the form of MM/DD/YY, where MM represents the month, DD the date, and W the year. The three fields: MM, DD, W are actually three text cells. When a cell is filled, the cursor moves to the next cell automatically.
The digital time widget has the similar structure to that but has the form of HH:MM:SS, where HH e hour, and MM the minutes, SS the seconds. e have so far described the common database widgets and functions provided by DUET. Those widgets common to interface builders such as form, text, pushbutton, toggle button, etc., are no longer new and hence have not been discussed.
Resource Database
A resource is any user-customizable data such as colors, fonts, names of windows.
It consists of three elements, namely, resource name, resource type and default value. The resource type indicates the of these resource entities be ongs, while the resource name f eneral category to which each identifies the specific resource entity. The default value is a reasonable default provided by the application programmer for a resource required by the program.
A resource set is a set of resources. In Motif toolkit, each widget class owns a specific set of resources and inherits all reiource sets of its superclasses. These resources are referenced by the Resource Processor, the Code Generator, the File Manager, the Presentation Editor, and the Interface Simulator. Thus, we need a resource database whereby we can access the resources of a wid et class usin the resource name as key. In addition, the resentation ditor and Resource Proces-B k sor require additional information such as access right and resource class of each resource.
Hardcoding the information of all resources supported by the wid ets in the pro ram is considered not feasible because o P the large num % er of resources and non-extensible to include new resources. Thus, we use a widget resource database description file, in which, new resources for existing classes can be added easily, and default values can be modified without changing the program source codes.
Presentation Editor
The Presentation Editor is the module that facilitates the construction of user interface using direct manipulation techniaues.
To facilitate this interactive editing ooerations, the default behaviours of the widget are overryddin by adding new event handlers to handle events. Some of the wid et resource values are inherited from and maintained by t % e X window system. These resources can be accessed through the library functions. Some other resource types like nixman and XtCallbackList reouire us to maintain snecial data &uctures. In our Presentation editor, we view ihe user interface as a collection of widgets being glued together. A widget segment list is used to store the widgets created. A segment representing a widget is inserted to the segment list automatically when it is created by user. Routines are provided for inserting, deleting, freeing, destroying, duplicating segment list, and to initialize and destroy a segment . . 11st.
Following facilities are supported by the Presentation Editor for UI designers to create and edit their UIs interactive1 3 . Select. It is used to select a widget or a collection of wigets which will be edited. The selected widgets are highfi hted to distinguish them from the unselected widgets. T%is highlight' mg is however made difficult by the need to handle exnosure and resize events. It is not enourrh to rehighlight the selected widgets as the highlighting is done with XOR dis background o P lay function. Our solution is to redraw the the selected narent's background and then highfight the selected widgets.
Alignment.
A collection of selected widgets can be aligned by/ele:rri ht, top an.d bottom.
.By hen a widget IS cleared, it is destroyed and its associated segment is removed from the widget segment list. All its children is then destroyed recursively.
Dupficate. This operation is to duplicate the selected widget or widgets.
Cat and Paste. To support these operations, a clipboard and the associated data structure is maintained.
Moving. Widget movement is accomplished by changing the x and y resources of the widget to be moved.
Reoarentina.
Motif does not nrovide routines to perform repaienting of widget. Our solution is to create a new widget with the d&tination parenting widget as pa,rent and copy-all information and resources of the original widget to the new widget. After that the original widget is destroyed. Note that the original widget rngy contaii children widgets. All these children's information and resources must be duplicated in the widget and this action is performed recursively.
Sizing. We select a model widget by comparing the location of all selected widgets. After that. the width/height of the model widget is de&mined. Dependin on th'e payticular sizing o K eration, the width/height oft i? e other widgets are set to t at of the model widget.
Undo. We undo only the last reversible action by per-
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forming the corresponding anti-&ion. For different opetations, different informatron must be recorded so that we can undo the operation. When the Undo operation is being activated, the undo record is being retrieved to examme the last reversible operation and the necessary operation to be performed.
-
Resource Processor
For each widget supported by DUET, there is an associated popup resource edit option menu. The interface designer can edit the widget resources according to his/her preference interactively by po ping up the associated resource edit window through chc mg the respective button on the . E resource edit option menu. Frgure 7' shows the color resource edit window popped up when we click the background color button on the resource edit option menu. The edited resources are stored and interpreted by DUET. The presentation constrained by the edited resources is then displayed on the user interface which is being designed. Code Generator can generate UIL, and C codes for the UI created. The generated codes can be linked with apphcation program and run with application program without having to run DUET concurrently with the application program.
Thus it supports user interface presentation independence which separates the design of an interface from the design of the computational program so that modifications in either do not require changes in the other. This separation simplifies the task of DBMS application customization.
Interface Simulator provides a facility for UI designer to dynamically check the UI behaviour at any time during his design. It provides instant feedback as to how the newly designed interface will behave without having to exit DUET. The desi by switching bat & ner can continue constructing his/her UI to the development mode. The simulation feature is important since the design of a user interface needs to go through many refinement cycles before it is finalised.
Error Handler handles all errors encountered durin desi n of UIs. It provides feed back information to % the UI$: . 0th esigners and DUET user interface editor and provides methods to process these errors according to the response from UI designers and other components of DUET user interface design editor.
EXAMPLES
In this section, we illustrate two examples built by DUET in order to show users how DUET works.
Xmonitor:
A Demo GUI for POSTGRES
In this subsection, we will take a short browse on the interface designed by DUET on top of POSTGRES [StR86] Database Management System. POSTGRES is an objectoriented database system. It leverages four constructs: Glasses, inheritance, types, and functions. The fundamental notion of POSTGRES is that 0f.a class which is a named collection of instances of objects. Each instance has the same collection of named attributes, and each attribute is of a specific data type. Furthermore, each instance has a unique (never changing) identifier (OID). A subclass may inherit all attributes from its parent class, and a class can inherit from zero or more other classes. POSTGRES also supports composite t r pes, user defined types and user defined operations and unctions.
Xmonitor has the knowledge about the data model and the database management tools provided by POSTGRES for data manipulation.
It is a graphical interactive frontend of POSTGRES constructed by DUET. It enables one to interactively formulate, edit and view queries and query result. As the first element of the da.tabase application's purpose is to create, update, delete, and display objects, It requires the interface be able to communicate with the application, be able to manage the visual representations, and also be able to coordinate interface tasks. Thus, we have to define the representations for each object class and the operations on the object to accomplish this task while we construct Xmonitor for POSTGRES. In the next subsection, we define the presentations of Xmonitor and we identify the operations of Xmonitor in the following subsection. The basic responsibility of the object representational component is to manage the visual appearance of database objects. The representational component is also responsible for the input and output associated with the interface. Whenever an object is called, it should produce the proper visual representations for the object. For example, when an object whose type is defined as pixmap is cahed, the pixmap image should be displayed in the ri ht position at the correct time. An object may have many ifferent apperances that mean 3. different representations in the same interface.
A table widget provided by DUET is an input/output control abstraction that implements a major application operation or mode of POSTGRES DBMS corresponds to a spreadsheet. It contains records and fields through which very large data can be displayed in the text cells in different fonts.
In the DUET main Tindow, drag the Bulletin Board widEent ~~~c~~,e,":~~~i~d~~~~~e~d~~~~~ ~Zya2iZ parent window of Xmonitor. Users can edit the representations via poping up the respective resource edit dralog and specifying the resources. Now press down mouse button 3 with the mouse arrow point to the bulletin board and a resource edit option menu is po till the arrow point to "Value/La E ed up. Move the mouse el" and release the mouse button 3 on the "Title" attribute of the popup submenu. Then a Dialog Title resource editor is poped up. Change ,the Dialog Title as "Xmonitor".
Similarly, we change the background and foreground of Xmonitor to white and black ets from DUET main winboard. The interface changes to look like Figure 9 . For the table widget. users can specify rows, columns,visible rows, visible "columns, fixed rows, fixed columns, etc. as needed. For the "Retrieve" push button, when it is pushed by the end user, a retrieve specification window is supposed to be popped up. So we have to drag another bulletin board from the DUET main window and desi If n as figure 10. As the the retrieve specification window etails of changing wid et resources are very similar to the examples above, we wi 1 not repeat ? this part. Instead, we will give some examples of defining operations, i.e., widget functionality in the next subsection.
Defining operations on objects
The operational component has access to the POSTGRES management tools and POSTQUEL interface. POSTQUEL is the POSTGRES query langua ble for processing user queries 3 e interface. It is responsian phassing the results to the presentational component so that t e correct object display can be produced or updated at the correct time and in the right order.
X winclow system provides three separate machnisms that can be used to link widgets and annlications. One of them is callbacks. A widget intiracts with-an application via declaring one or more callback lists as resources; the application adds functions to these callback lists, which will be invoked whenever the predefined callback conditions are met. Callback lists are resources, so that the ap change the function that will be invoke B lication can set or Press down mouse button 3 on the "ok" button and pop up the callback resource editor window to add the predefined functions as XmNactivateCallback callbacks of the "ok" button. After adding these callbacks, push the "ok" button, the user specified retrieve restrictions are parsed and binded by Xmomtor as a query string.If without error, the query string is sent to the quired tuples and displaye B ostgres backend to fetch the rethe result on the Xmonitor main window. After defining all the operations of retrieve tuples window, we add the retrieve tuples window as a pop up window of the "Retrieve" push button of the Xmonitor main window, by specifying it as a callback resource of the "Retrieve" push button and specifying the "Retrieve" button as the parent widget of the retrieve tuple window. After this, the retrieve tuple window can be po the end user pushes the "Retrieve" ii ped up as and when utton to specify the query.
In Xmonitor interface, the pull down menus and popup windows hold all the operations sup which can perform computations, 1 orted by POSTGRES c through the table, and call dialo ange values displayed f windows or other interfaces. A dialog window is a contra abstraction that requires an immediate response from the user. It requests additional information needed from the user to complete a task, or it notifies the user error. By clicking on the ok button, an operation is commited. Xmonitor then parses this action sequence, and communicate with POSTQUEL parser to check and make sure that the semantics of the action sequences is legal, and the object type is of the class constructed. If not, an error dialog will pop up with error message. Otherwise, the specified operation and operation result is bound to the specified database object, and the transaction is processed by If ostgres backend. owever, both the presentation part and the operation part need to be refined. After the refinement,. we turn to test the behaviour of Xmonitor. Click the "Retrieve" button on Xmonitor main window and specify the query ss shown in Figure 10 . The query is constructed as "retrieve (item.all) sort b area using <" by Xmonitor and is sent to the POSTGREibackend to parse and execute the constructed query string once the "ok" button is clicked. The query result is displayed on the main window (see Figure 9 ). As the book item with call no. 5548.4.Lot.Sim is no ion er available, we need to delete it from the book item data % ase (where the call no. is combined by "area.field.subfield.topic.extent"). Hi hlight the tu de ete icon on t k. K le that matches the call no. and click the e modify pane, a warnin dialog window pops u ples wi 1 be deleted from the database once the user confirms .P to warn the user that the hightlig i ted tuple or tuthis deletion action with clicking '<ok" button on the warning dialog window. Since the book is no longer available, we confirm the deletion. At the mean time several new books have been received and we have to add them to the database to make them a;ailable to the readers. We add all the new arrived items to the blank entries of the table at the end. After we have checked that there is no typing error, we click the append icon on the modify pane to append all the added items to the database. These items are now available to readers for reading and borrowing.
5.2. Another Example DUET can construct various GUIs for various DBMS applications. Figure 11 shows a schema browser interface for an automobile database. The interface aims to allow users to examine classes and the attributes associated with each class through selecting and clicking the push button on the to k left corner in the schema browser. o create this interface by DUET, firstly, drag out a B.ulletin Board from the widget palette of DUET UI Desip Editor under the "Dialog' widget group. As each of t e icons in Figure 11 is actually a push button loaded with a pixmap, the user has to place in the necessary number of E ush buttons into the Bulletin Board. Push buttons can e chosen from the rimitive widget group via clicking the "Primitive" icon in t K builder.
e Top right palette of DUET interface To load a pixmap into each desired push button, the user will click on the third button of the mouse. This will allow the choosing of a "string type" for the loadin of the pixmap. The pixmap has to be created in the first p ace. B Upon loadmg the pixmaps on the desired push buttons, the user can then position them at the appropriate positions on the Bulletin Board.
Next, the user creates the interface associated with the "Find Class" icon and other icons. Bulletin Board is used aa the parent in many cases. Also, through the clicking of the third button of the mouse, the user is allowed to add and associate callbacks to the push button. Vertical and horizontal lines can be drawn by clicking line under the database "base" group. In the near future, automatic line drawm will be su
The &I designe! ported for class relationships. allows end users to click on "show attributes" icon to display related attributes of a class. Note that DUET only supports UI buildin F at the moment, it does not support database functions Ike data/schema retrieval. These are database functions and they can be easily coupled with certain widgets via widget callback resources.
CONCLUSION
The integrating of UIMS techniques and graphics tools as a database UIMS is an essential component of new generation DBMSs to cater for a wider ran DUET is an effort towards bridging the e of applications. (ir and database primitives to IMS, UI toolkits s rovlde sufficient functionalities and facilities required by atabase UI designers. In this paper, we have briefly reviewed the design and features of DUET and mainly discussed the design and implementation of DUET User Interface Design Edltor, which is a major corn onent of DUET s Tl! P stem.
e resentation E CF ltor of DUET User Interface Design Editor aims to help UI designers to fast prototype database HIS and rapidly create mg database objects wit 3 raphical constructs for representInterface Simulator minimal programming effort. Its dynamically check t R rovides a facility for UI designer to e UI behaviour at any time during his/her design without having to exit DUET. The designer can switch back to the development mode from the simulator mode to continue his/her interface design. Its Code Generator can generate UIL/C codes, which can readily be compiled with application program or database backend. The File Manager helps to save time and effort for UI designers and ensures high-consistency of UIs as it provides facnities for UI desinners to store and retrieve their works.
More fu&tionalities and facilities for database user interface design are currently being implemented and some will be incorporated into the system in the near future.
